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Introduction

• We have been using the “DPRawHitFinder” for hit 

reconstruction

- Fits asymmetric waveform to the raw data

• Try to use GausHitFinder for ProtoDUNE DP

- This is the standard DUNE hit finder also used in ProtoDUNE SP

- Appears to give better track reconstruction efficiency (E. 

Chardonnet DRA 12/02) 

• Will only look at properties of reconstructed hit charge ~ 

integral of hit shape == integral of the raw waveform

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/23307/contribution/1/material/slides/0.pdf


Deconvolution

• The hit reco process:

• Need to run deconvolution to shape the raw waveform signals to 

be fitted by GausHitFinder (assume that collected charge 

follows a Gaussian distribution after diffusion)

- There is no existing simulation of the exact field response in the 

CRP induction gap for the anode electrode geometry

- So only deconvolution is that of the electronics response
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DataPrep:
Pedestal sub
Deconvolution

ROI search

RawDigit Recob::Wire Recob::Hit

Hit finder



Signal normalization (~ charge)

• Response function integral is normalized to 1, so as to remove shape 

only in deconvolution

• Check charge reconstruction results from hit finder and integral of the 

raw waveform (basically a raw hit finder) in a hit ROI

Ideally the two should be the same

• Use summedADC from reconstructed hits as a measure of charge

• This ADCsum is the sum of recob::Wire samples in the window 

hitStartTick to hitEndTick

• It is the same for all hits in the multi-hit group returned by GausHitFinder
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Hit charge
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Charge is calculated as the integral of the Gaussians
• Often the multi-gauss fit may not be necessarily a good approximation 

to the recob::Wire signals  can bias charge estimation
• The time profile however is well covered by the hit finder so the total 

integral of recob::Wire in the multi-hit group, ADCsum, should be ok



A caveat
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From Aaron’s presentation at 12/02 DRA

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/23307/contribution/2/material/slides/0.pdf


Filter function and DeconNorm

• Started with the what has been defined for DP in its signal 

service
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Filter functions
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Current filter
Gaus filter with 
sigma_t ~5 ticks

Current filter Gauss filter

• Gaussian  filter gives a better response 
after deconvolution (no ringing artefacts)

• Also used for ProtoDUNE SP

For 5 tick width (averaged), 𝜎𝑓~0.08

Can be tuned a bit as a function of noise

Raw signal 
After deconvolution

Raw signal 
After deconvolution



Hit charge from fit (Gaus filter)
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Monte Carlo

A measure of how well the 
Gaussian approximates 
deconvoluted signal

Only single hits (multiplicity 
1 hits) are selected here



Hit charge from fit (old filter function)
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There is a some bias 
towards higher values 
of hit integral

Monte Carlo



Checking hit normalization

• Check how well ADCSum
reconstructed after running 
GausHitFinder on the deconvoluted
signals matches the integral of the 
raw waveform

• The sum over the raw waveform is 
calculated by integrating in the time 
window given by the hit group + 30 
tick padding at the end 

• Skip if the next hit group start within 
2x this padded region

• Use 200 ticks before hit to compute 
the pedestal (so require there are no 
hits before in that time window)
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Raw sim signal 
After deconvolution



Wrong DeconNorm
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services.SignalShapingServiceDUNEDPhase.DeconNorm: 200

This was probably set by copying 
from SP service but it is wrong 
and reduces the signals by 
about a factor of 0.4

Monte Carlo



DeconNorm fixed
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Monte Carlo

The response function integral should normalized to 1 to remove only 
the shape contribution in deconvolution  DeconNorm = 70 to match 
the response calibration factor



Fraction difference on log scale
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A tail with hits showing much lower ADCSum than what it should

Monte Carlo



Missing charge
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5 ADC

The tail where the charge from the hit is missing is due to the fact 
that the signal falls below threshold of 5ADC set for these tests

Can increasing the integration window on recob::wire



Fraction difference: hit peak > 10 ADC
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Hit region padded by 5 
(10) ticks before (after) hit 



Data comparison: GausHitFinder
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ProtoDUNE DP
Run 1265_12_a

There is a loss of ~8% in the 
reconstructed hit charge

I am checking now how the response function from CRP 
pulser runs matches that measured in the lab



Data comparison: GausHitFinder
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ProtoDUNE DP
Run 1265_12_a

Hit region padded by 5 
(10) ticks before (after) hit 



DPRawHitFinder
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ProtoDUNE DP
Run 1265_12_a

Tick padding is 1, since this hit finder 
should approximate the waveform

There is ~2% bias in hit charge 
reconstruction
This seems large: the only difference 
between recob::Wire and raw::RawDigit
derived sums is that the pedestal is 
subtracted from global estimation 
(recob::Wire) while for the sum of digits it 
is computed from the nearby samples



Hit Multiplicity Treatment
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DPRAWHIT: the ADCsum is split between hits in a group as well as StartTick and EndTick

GAUSHIT: StartTick and EndTick and consequently ADCsum are the same for multi-hit groups 

Inconsistent definitions in reconstructed 
quantities cause bad problems in the analyses 



Better hit integral normalization?

• The total charge from the integral of the recob::Wire samples 

within the multi-hit (single) time window: hitsummedADC()

• The charge of each hit (hitIntegral()) is from integral of the hit 

function (Gaussian)  if summed over multi-hits can differ from 

the total ADCSum

• Partition this total charge between hits in a multi-hit group based 

on the relative weight of each hit:

• Even if the shape is not exactly right, the sum of all hit integral 

should explicitly conserve the total sum
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𝑸𝑯𝒊𝒕𝒊 =
𝒘𝑯𝒊𝒕𝒊

σ𝒘𝑯𝒊𝒕𝒋

𝑸𝑻𝒐𝒕

E.g., 𝑤𝐻𝑖𝑡 = 𝐴𝜎 2𝜋



In summary

• The quality of hit charge reconstruction should be a good first metric to 
check hit reconstruction

• Some fixes to be committed to the DP signal service for the 
deconvolution (Gauss filter + corrected DeconNorm)

• Investigating the bias in reconstructed hit charge in gaushitfinder after 
deconvolution: checking the shape of the response in the CRP pulser
test runs

• There is an inconsistency in the definitions of ADCsum and startTick
and endTick of the hit window between gaushit finder and dprawhit
finder for multi-hit groups
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